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State of War: Warmonger is a sequel to the original real-time strategy State
of War. It was released on March 15, 2013. It takes place in the Ukraine and
combines elements of war and strategy. It was released on Linux, Mac OS X
and Microsoft Windows. It was developed by indie developer Big Picture Game
Studios. The game did not fare as well in sales and critical reception as the
original State of War did in the 2000s, though it has a Metacritic rating of
70/100 based on twelve critic reviews, indicating "Mixed or average reviews".
Gameplay State of War: Warmonger follows the original State of War in many
respects and is set in Europe in the present day, setting it apart from many
other real-time strategy games set in the Second World War. The game
features eight nations, each with a unique air and land-based theme. The
player has the option to select one of the eight nations at the start of the
game. In addition, the game features two new nations that can be unlocked
for use in the single player and multiplayer modes by completing certain
objectives. Campaign Mode The first mode available is a campaign mode. It is
played from a top-down perspective and is not dependent on the time period
in which the player takes place in. The single player campaign lasts around
ten to twelve hours and has twelve missions. The missions are set in the
following nations: Russian Federation Germany Ukraine Hungary Italy USA
Mexico India Austria France A multiplayer mode is also available. For this to
unlock, the player must unlock all three single player campaigns and all nine
available multiplayer missions. Multiplayer is either local or online. Multiplayer
can be played co-operatively, which requires the two players to work together
to complete the mission. The multiplayer mode also features two new modes:
Co-op: Each player plays a separate campaign and must work together to
complete the mission. Hotseat: Each player completes the same mission at
the same time in two separate campaigns. State of War: Warmonger includes
a level editor. This can be accessed through the options menu, selecting the
"level editor" tab. Three tools are available: the "mesh" tool for creating the
map geometry, the "sprite" tool for creating the game assets and the "object"
tool to create units, obstacles and buildings. According to the official website,
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